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Words from a Wanderer, version two, is a timeless and beautiful collection of #anote2self

affirmations. This book of gems was first published in 2013 as a collection of notes and love poems.

For the three year anniversary, WFAW has been redesigned, re-edited and rereleased. It is now a

book of 62 #anote2self daily affirmations that readers can carry with them easily. This edition can

serve as a resource for daily meditation, mantra guidance, and encouragement to its reader. Author,

Alexandra Elle, created this book to shed light on the fact that indeed not all who wander are lost;

some are simply still finding their way.
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I'm going to be as honest as possible so that those who are looking to buy may know. I got the book

and it looked beautiful and simplistic. But the actual content was mediocre. I found maybe 5 poems

in the whole book. The rest was little "notes to self" that were incredibly clichÃ©. Like:Dear self,

remember to love yourself.Almost always along those lines. So if you like that, then this is the

perfect book for you.

I started following the author on Instagram as a recommendation from a friend. Her posts are often

very interesting. however, if you do follow her on her social networks, there isn't much need to buy

the book. Her posts are pretty much from the book. Nevertheless, I did enjoy the life lessons and

was particularly impressed considering she is only 23 years old. The title, however, does not relate

to the book. But if you're into poetry, self-improvement, and love you'll likely enjoy this.



Very true and great inspiration for those who seem "lost" or "stuck"... Sometimes we think everyone

is moving forward and we're standing still. Alex breaks it down and let's us know that it's part of life

and your journey. Poems made me laugh and some made me cry. Overall a great read!

this was ok. not what I expected. Read the entire thing in under an hour. was hoping to get lost in it

the way I like to do in my readings however I just kinda felt like I was reading someone's Facebook

statues.

The words are very insightful, but not worth how much it costs. I understand she needs to make a

profit, but I felt jipped when I received it and realized how short it was with a lot of pages being blank

for you to "write" - wouldn't pay more than $5 for the amount of text.

When I first got this, I was like man how tiny is this book?! However, quality is definitely bigger than

quantity with this one. The poems are so beautiful and it would make the perfect gift for someone

you care about. This is definitely a treasure and Alex is talented. Buy and cherish!

I loved every word. Alex you gave me so much light in a few words. Light that has completely

annihilated the darkness I was in for so long. Love love loved it. Keep writing for the souls like mine

who can relate. ðŸ’•

Before you buy this book... Be aware that it's a self-published, instagram author...I didn't look it up

or put that together. Look up the author's social media first, get a feel for her work; see if you enjoy

what she's about. It was not for me---I would have known if I checked out her work first and realized

this was a self-published work.Sorry, it was like reading my own journal, but worse.
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